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Abstract

Materials & Methods

Procedure

Lowering costs and reducing repeat testing are common interests
in all areas of life science. Removing sources of variability from
test processes reduces error leading to rework, lowers risk and
increases reliability of results. One likely source of variability,
which is easily controlled, is liquid handling. By understanding
and optimizing a liquid handler’s performance, the volume
transfer may be ruled out as a source of assay variability,
allowing laboratories to reduce the amount of time spent on
repeat testing and troubleshooting tasks.

During this study, the accuracy and precision of dispensed volumes using four pipetting tools on
one Biomek 4000 (B4K) were measured using the Artel MVS with specified volume and tip
combinations to cover the dispensing range of the instrument.

The pipetting technique within the Biomek software combines a variety of pipetting
parameters that can be user defined.1 The software also contains predefined default
techniques to help guide users to quickly and easily develop methods. In this study, Biomek
methods were created from default parameters to test a variety of volume transfers. Minor
adjustments to the default parameters were initially made to optimize the transfer. For
example, the tip touching routine was removed and the aspirate and dispense tip heights
were adjusted to 4 mm below the liquid level.
The Artel MVS was employed by pre-filling Artel Verification Plates with Diluent solution
using a handheld, 8-channel pipette. Next, the B4K performed the pipetting transfer of the
appropriate Artel Sample Solution into the Verification Plate using a specified Biomek tool
and tip combination for the target volume of interest. The solutions in each plate were
mixed on the MVS plate shaker to properly homogenize the solutions. The absorbances of
both dyes were then measured at specific wavelengths using the MVS plate reader to
ultimately determine the volume of transferred sample solution.2

A reliable method for measurement of liquid handler performance
that is easy to use, requires little training and does not absorb
technician time is crucial to efforts for reducing liquid handling
variability in assays. The Beckman Coulter Biomek 4000 and the
Artel MVS combine expertise in liquid handling and liquid volume
measurement needed to provide confidence in liquid handling as
part of laboratory processes. This presentation describes the use
of the Artel MVS to measure and facilitate the optimization of a
Beckman Coulter Biomek 4000 liquid handler in combination with
commonly used tools and disposable tips. The results of this
study will show that the performance of the Biomek 4000 may be
adjusted to meet the specifications set by the manufacturer which
allows users to reduce liquid handling variability in their
processes.

Three data points for each target volume were initially measured to determine the accuracy
and provide a baseline value. The Biomek software makes it very simple to quickly and
easily improve the accuracy by adjusting a software parameter called the offset value
which is located in the calibration tab of any pipetting technique.1 Essentially, this is the
process of calibration. The offset value was adjusted if needed and an additional 8
measurements were taken for each target volume as shown in Table 1. It should be noted
that to save time when testing multiple volumes, the initial default offset value of zero does
not have to be used. At times throughout this study, the previously determined offset value
was used as the initial starting point. It may not be necessary to adjust the offset value if
the initial accuracy is within desired specification. Figures 1-4 depict each tool’s before and
after accuracy measurement. Note the absolute value for the accuracy is used to simplify
viewing the bar graphs.

Results

Conclusion

Performance with two tip types for each tool was measured before and after optimization of the method. All numerical data is displayed in Table 1. Manufacturers performance
specifications for the B4K are displayed in Table 2 and graphical illustrations of a portion of the data set are shown in Figures 1-4 which show the before and after optimization volume
measurements from the tools with one tip type.

There is often a choice regarding the tool/tip combination to use for
dispensing a specific volume of interest with the B4K. It may be that one tip
type is more appropriate than another because of the tip length or volume
capacity. For example, the P50 and P250 tips are longer than a P20 tip and
may access deeper labware. Many of the combinations overlap and the
choice is often left to the user to decide. The data presented in Table 1
show that the performance of the tested B4K tools and corresponding tip
types proved better than the manufacturer’s stated performance
specifications regardless of the tool/tip combination selected. The data also
demonstrates that highly accurate and repeatable pipetting transfers are
achievable with the B4K and that the Artel MVS facilitates this achieving this
performance.

Table 2. Manufacturer’s Performance Specifications
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Figure 1. P20 Tool with P20 tips accuracy
summary of before and after optimization.
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Figure 2. MP20 Tool with P20 tips accuracy
summary of before and after optimization.
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This study concludes that employing the B4K in combination with Artel MVS
allows users to significantly reduce variability from liquid handling in their
overall testing processes within the laboratory leading to reductions in rework and associated costs, lower risk and increased reliability of assay
results.
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Figure 3. P200 Tool with P250 tips accuracy
summary of before and after optimization.
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Figure 4. MP200 Tool with P250 tips accuracy
summary of before and after optimization.

Table 1. Accuracy and precision (%CV) results for each tool/tip
combination measured by MVS
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